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1. INTRODUCT~N 
The present work is an attempt to extend the theory presented in a 
previous work [ 1 ] to nonlinear differential equations. 
The general form of linear equations which has been studied in [ 1 ] is 
(L+A)f(z)=O, (1.1) 
where L is the differential operator 
dkf(4 k dk-y(z) Lf(4=zd~+ c (P,(‘)-&-m d = integer <k (1.2) i= I 
defined in the space H,(d), the usual Hilbert space of analytic functions in 
the open unit disc A = {z: IzI < 1 }, and A is any bounded operator on 
H,(d). In this work we are restricted to the class of nonlinear equations of 
the form 
CL + A) f(z) = w, f(z)), (1.3) 
where G(z, f(z)) is an analytic function in f(z) in some neighborhood of 
zero. Many equations as for example the Emden’s equation [2], the 
Emden-Fowler equation [3], in particular the Thomas-Fermi equation, 
which have quite an extensive literature, are contained or can be reduced 
to this class of linear equations. 
Essentially in this work we present a method for the existence of families 
of analytic solutions of Eq. (1.3). The method reduces to the study of 
Eq. (1.3) in a Banach space H,(d) which is imbedded in H,(d) and 
predicts solutions which converge absolutely on the closed unit disc. The 
nonlinear operator G is Frechet differentiable in an open sphere of H,(d). 
This enables us to use fixed point theory and bifurcation techniques. 
The linear nonhomogeneous of homogeneous Eq. (1.1) appears to be a 
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special case of Eq. (1.3) in which the nonlinear operator is a constant map- 
ping in H,(d). This enables us to obtain stronger results from the results in 
[ 1 ] with respect to linear homogeneous and nonhomogeneous functional- 
differential equations. Moreover in a singular case of equations of the form 
(1.3), the existence of a family of analytic solutions implies the existence of 
complex-valued periodic solutions of a class of second order nonlinear dif- 
ferential equations and consequently the existence of real-valued periodic 
solutions of a class of second order differential systems. 
As in [ 1 ] we consider here the abstract forms L and A of the operators 
L and A, respectively, in an abstract separable Hilbert space H with an 
orthonormal basis e,,, n = 1, 2 ,... . In all the theory presented in this work, 
an important role plays the following factorization of the operator L + A, 
L+A=A, V*kA 23 
where A, is an unbounded self-adjoint operator with a compact inverse, 
V*k is the adjoint of a nonnormal isometry with a k-dimentional null space 
and A, is a bounded operator. This factorization is always possible in the 
regular case (d= 0). Moreover in the regular case the operator A z has the 
form 
A,=Z+ VkS, 
where I is the identity operator, Vk is the right inverse of V*k and S is a 
compact operator on H. In many interesting cases, even in the nonregular 
case, the operators S and A, appear to have the k-invariant property, a 
property which is defined in Section 2. This property together with the 
compactness of S implies the invertibility of A,. In Section 2 it is proved 
(Theorem 2.2) that if A is k-invariant, then in the regular case (d= 0) the 
inverse of A, is also a k-invariant operator. The concept of a k-invariant 
operator plays an important role in the theory which is presented in this 
work because the FrCchet derivative of the nonlinear operator N, the 
abstract form of G, appears to be in many cases a k-invariant operator. 
In Section 3 we consider the Banach space H,(d) of all elements 
f(z) = c;=, c(,,z”- ’ in H,(d) which satisfy the condition C,“= 1 Jcx,I < co. 
The abstract Banach space of the elements f= x2=, (A e,) e, in H which 
satisfy the condition C,“=, I(f, e,,)l < CC is denoted by H,. A theory is 
developed for the restriction of the operator A, ’ Vk- ‘A, N in H,, by the 
assumption that N is defined from H into H. The main result of this section 
is that in the regular case the initial valued problem of Eq. (1.3) in H,(d) is 
equivalent to the following equation in H, 
f= A,‘VkA,‘N(f) + A,‘(, (1.4) 
where < is an element of the null space of V*k, which can be determined 
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easily from the initial conditions of Eq. (1.3). Moreover in this section it is 
proved that the definition domain of A, in H, is invariant under the 
operators AZ and A; l. This means that if any solution of Eq. (1.3) exists in 
H,(d) then its derivatives up to order k belong also to H,(d) 
(Remark 3.2). 
In Section 4 we examine the definition in H,(d) of some nonlinear 
operators G which appear in applications. Operators of the form 
G(z, f(z)) = i dz)Cf(q;z)l’- ‘> 
,=I 
(1.5) 
where lqil < 1, i= 1, 2,..., n and U;(Z) in H,(d) are defined on all of H,(d) 
into H,(d) (Corollary2 to Theorem 4.1). The abstract form N of the 
operator (1.5) and its Frtchet derivative at every point in H, are deter- 
mined. The operators of the form 
% 
W-(z)) = c ~,,C.f(=)l”-~ ’ (1.6) 
,I= I 
can be defined in an open sphere of H,(d) in the case where G(W) = C 
,:= , c,, M: ‘I ’ is analytic at u’ = 0 and on all of H,(d) in the case where G(W) 
is an entire functions (Theorem 4.2). More general operators of the form 
G(z, .f(z)) = i c,Jz)[.f(=)]” ’ (1.7) 
II- I 
can be defined in an open sphere of H,(d) and the Frkchet derivative can 
be found under suitable assumptions on c,J:), n = 1, 2,..., (Theorems 4.3 
and 4.4). 
In Section 5 by using the theorems of section 3 we obtain directly from 
(1.4) some results concerning the homogeneous and non homogeneous 
Eq. ( 1 .l ), (Theorems 5.1 and 5.2). Since any solution in H,(d) is bounded 
for Iz( ,< I a corollary to Theorem 5.2 generalizes ome results [6] concern- 
ing bounded solutions of linear equations. Consequently applying to 
Eq. (1.4) some bifurcation techniques we obtain the existence of a k- 
parameter family of solutions for nonlinear differential equations. The most 
general result concerns the equation 
(L + J)f’= N(f), (1.8) 
where N is a C’ mapping from an open sphere of H, into H, and satisfies 
the condition N(0) = 0. In Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 we prove that there exists 
a k-parameter family of solutions of Eq. (1.3) which together with the first 
k derivatives belong to the space H,(d) provided that N’(O), the Frt?chet 
derivative of N at the origin in H,, is a k-invariant operator. In particular 
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N’(0) may be zero or a multiple of the identity operator. A similar result 
we obtain also for a class of nonregular nonlinear equations (Theorem 5.5). 
In Section 6 we study the scalar BriottBouguet equation 
zg = G(f(z)), (1.9) 
where G( w ) = x,7= , c,, w” - ’ is an analytic function in a neighborhood of 
zero. Equation (1.9) is a particular case of the more general singular case 
cl= k of Eq. ( 1.3), the most difficult in our approach case and perhaps the 
most interesting. The first two theorems (Theorems 6.1 and 6.2) are not 
presented as new. They are presented as results which follow easily in the 
framework of the present method. New is the proof of Theorem 6.2 which 
leads us to an interesting more general theorem (Theorem 6.3). A corollary 
to this theorem enables us to prove the existence of families of complex- 
valued periodic solutions of the equation. 
(1.10) 
for any analytic function G(w) which satisfies the condition 
G’(0) = -7’ < 0. In the case where G’(0) = t2 > 0 we obtain the existence of 
families of solutions of Eq. (1.10) of the form 
g(r) = -f b,w”C”“, r>o, b,=A 
n=l 
which converge absolutely for every ) WI d 1 and 0 f t < co, provided that 
13.1 is sufficiently small (Theorem 6.5). 
We apply the above results to a class of second order differential systems 
of the form 
d2y 
--g=c*y+u(s, y) 
and obtain families of real-valued solutions (periodic in case c2 = --t* < 0 
and of exponential type in case c2 = t2 > 0). 
In Section 7 we consider three examples. In the first example by the use 
of the contraction mapping theorem it is shown that the initial valued 
problem of the (singular) nonlinear Bessel equation 
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has one and only one solution in H,(d) for Ic(( < 4. This means that the 
well-known formal solution 
f(z)=a[l+(l-22)(~)2+(*-a;~;2-3~2y3)’+ . ..I 
conversges absolutely for IzI d 1. Moreover the theory in Section 3 shows 
that the first two derivatives of f(z) are also elements of H,(d). In the 
second example by the use of Schauders fixed point theorem it is shown 
that the well-known power series solution of the initial-valued problem 
M=) zd’+2 d!(z) 
z 
d + &“’ = 0, 
z 
f(O) = .f’(O) = 0, 
together with the first two derivatives belongs to the space H,(d). Finally 
as an example where the theorems of Section 5 can be applied, we consider 
the Emden-Fowler equation 
d2f‘( x) 
-=.~*‘~[f(-u)]‘“+*)!/‘, 
d-u2 
o<p<m, 
The theory of Section 5 predicts a two-parameter family of solutions of 
the form 
.f(x)=.fb(x) 1 +Si+r2++ i “,?(y’J 
[ 
(1.12) 
II = 2 
where&(x) is the well-known elementary solution of Eq. (1.11). The series 
in (1.12) converges absolutely for sufficiently small 151 = I t1 I + I rZl and 
every real (Y and x such that 
(log xl < 14. (1.13) 
In particular from ( 1.12) and ( 1.13) we obtain the one parameter family 
of solutions 
f(x) =fo(x) [ 1 + c log xt f h,,c”(log x)” . 1 (1.14) ,, = 2 
The series in (1.14) converges absolutely for every real c and x in a 
neighborhood of the point + 1. 
Generalizations of some results in this work and many other applications 
will be given elsewhere. 
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2. REDUCTION OF NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
IN H,(d) TO ABSTRACT FORM 
Let H be an abstract separable Hilbert space with an orthonormal basis 
en, n = 1, 2 )... . Letfzbethefunctionfromd={z~@:~~J<l}inHwhichis 
defined as follows: 
fl= i z” ‘e,,. 
n= I 
(2.1) 
The range off, is a complete set of elements in H in the sense that if 
(J, f) = 0 forfin H and for every 2 in A thenf= 0. Thus for every element 
,f‘(z)= i ,j;,a?- in H,(d) 
,,= 1 
there exists a unique element ,f’= C;;=, f,,e,, in H such that 
f‘(z) = (.fz* .f’h .f(O) = (Cl 9 .I”) (2.2) 
and inversely. (The symbol ( , ) means scalar product in H and overbar 
means complex conjugation.) 
Let G(f(z)) be a function from H,(d) in H,(d). Then 
G(f(z))= G[(.f,,f)], for somef(z), is an element in H,(d) and according 
to the representation (2.2) we must have 
W’(z)) = (fz> N(f)), (2.3) 
where N(f) is a unique element in H. Thus we obtain a function N from H 
in H satisfying the relation (2.3). For the more interesting linear operators 
in H,(d) we know exactly the corresponding linear operators in H. If 
G(f(z)) = z .,f(z) then N(f) = k”; where V: H -+ H is the shift operator on 
H. If 
e”(=) 
W(z)) = dz> 
then N(f) = C, V*f where C, is the diagonal operator C,e,, = ne,,, 
n = 1, 2,..., and V* the adjoint of V. If G(f(z))=cr(z)f(z) and if 
@(Z) = c,:= 1 z,,-’ ‘I ~ ’ is an analytic function on a neighborhood of the closed 
unit disc{d=zE@: Iz( <I}, then N(f)=ct*(V), where IX*(V)= 
x,+cnzv+cc,v’+ . ..) is a bounded operator on H. (See [ 1 ] for details.) 
In general it is a very difficult problem, given G: U c H,(d) -P H,(d) to 
find the function N: U, E H + H. 
However, for qualitative results we need the existence of the function N 
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and some of its properties. The following properties of N can be easily 
derived from (2.2), (2.3), and the completeness of the set {f,, z~d}. 
(I) If G(f,(z)) = 0 andf,(z) = (f=, fO) then N(f,) = 0 and inversely. 
(II) If G(0) = 0, then N(0) = 0 and inversely. 
(III) If the function G is Frtchet or Gateaux differentiable at the 
point &o(z) = (,f,, &) (or in an open set U) in H,(d) then the function N is 
also Frtchet or Gateaux differentiable at the pointy, (or in an open set U,) 
in H. 
(IV) If G’(0) = 0 then N’(0) = 0 and inversely, where G’(0) and N’(0) 
mean the derivatives of G(,f(z)) and N(f) atf(z) = 0 in H,(d) andf= 0 in 
H, respectively. 
Thus the equation 
elf(;) 
d-+ +)f‘(z) = G(f(z)) (2.4) 
in the space H>(d) is reduced to the following equation 
co v*f-+ c(*( V)f= N(f) (2.5) 
in H. 
We know [I, Proposition 21 that the linear operator C, has a self- 
adjoint extension in H with a compact inverse B. Thus Eq. (2.5) can be 
written as follows: 
C, V*(Z+ VBCY*( V))f= N(f). (2.6) 
It is easy to see that if (I+ VBcr*( k’))f= 0 then f = 0. In fact we obtain 
(f; e,) = (,f; e2) = = (f, e,,) = ... = 0. Thus since the operator V&*(V) 
is compact, the Fredholm alternative implies that the operator 
I+ VBa*( V) has a bounded inverse. Therefore Eq. (2.6) can be written in 
the form 
A, V*A,f= N(f), (2.7) 
where A I is an unbounded self-adjoint operator with a compact inverse, V* 
is a nonnormal isometry and A, is a bounded operator with a bounded 
inverse. 
The above result, concerning the abstract form of Eq. (2.4), can be 
generalized for a large class of functional-differential equations in H,(d). In 
order to have a general result we consider the linear operators L and A, 
where L is the differential operator 
Ljjz) = zd!g + i cp,(z).f’” -“(Z) 
,=I 
(2.8) 
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and A is a bounded operator on H,(d). We assume that d is a positive 
integer and that the functions q,(z), i= 1, 2,..., k, are analytic in some 
neighborhood of the closed unit disc. The last assumption implies that the 
operators cp*( V), i = 1,2,..., k, are bounded on H. (See [ 1 ] Proposition 1). 
In particular A may be one of the following functional operators on H,(d), 
Af(z) = f 0) f(dz), 
,=o 
(2.9) 
Af(z) = f ji(z),f”‘m “(,u;z), 0 < I/4 < 1 (2.10) 
r=l 
with the assumptions on a,(z) and pi(s), which make the operators (2.9) 
and (2.10) bounded, [ 1, Theorems 3 and 93. We now state the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. For d 6 k the abstract form qf the equation 
(L+A)f(z)=G(.f(z)) (2.11) 
is the following: 
A,-Ff =Wf), (2.12) 
where A, is an unbounded self-adjoint operator with compact inverse and E is 
a bounded Fredholm operator with index k - d. In the case that d = 0 
(regular case) and A is one of the operators (2.9) and (2.10) the operator E 
in (2.12) has the following factorization E= V*kAz, where A2 is bounded 
with a bounded inverse. 
Proof. Denote with T, and A the abstract forms of L and A, respec- 
tively. That means that Lf(z) = (f=, i;f) and Af(z) = (f=, Af‘). Thus from 
(2.3) and the completeness of the set {f,, z E A} it follows that 
(L+A)f =N(f). (2.13) 
We know from [ 1, Theorems 2 and S] that the operator L has the fac- 
torization z = A,( IJ’*~-~+ K) where A, is an unbounded self-adjoint 
operator with a compact inverse A ; ’ and K is compact. Thus 
L+A=A,(V*k-d +K+A;.‘A)=A,(V*kpd+S), 
where S is compact. Since V *k ~’ is a Fredholm operator with index k - d 
and S being compact, the operator V *k - ’ + S is also a Fredholm operator 
with index k-d and the first part of the theorem is proved. 
In the case that d = 0 the operator A, is the diagonal operator 
C,,(C,+Z)...(C”+(k- 1)) [ 1, Theorem 21. 
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Moreover if A = 0 or A is one of the operators (2.9) and (2.10) it can be 
easily proved that the null space of the operator I+ VkS is trivial. So since 
VkS is compact, I+ VkS= A, is invertible. Thus E= /*k(Z+ VkS) = 
V*kA 
The?‘second part of the Theorem 1 in the regular case d= 0 can be 
generalized for every bounded operator 2 such that its adjoint has the 
following property: 
A*e,EMj+k-l, (2.14) 
where Mi+k , is the subspace spanned by the elements 
1 el, e2,-, el+k- I}. 
Such operators are obviously the diagonal operators in the basis r,,, 
n = 1) 2, 3 )...) the functions of the shift operator V, algebraic combinations 
of the above and polynomial functions of V* with degree less than k. We 
refer in this paper to such operators as the k-invariant operators. It is easy 
to see that the operator S in the factorization L + 2 = A, V*k(Z+ V”S) is a 
k-invariant operator. Also, it is easy to see that (I+ VkS)f= 0 implies 
(f; ei) = 0 for i = 1, 2 ,..., k. Thus 
(fick+l)= -(vksf,ek+l )= -(Sf,e,)= -(,f; S*e,)=O. 
The same follows for (f, ekt2) an so on, this means as in theorem 2.1, d 
that the operator I+ VkS is invertible. Thus we obtain 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be any bounded operator on H,(A) ,for which the 
abstract form 2 is a k-invariant operator. Then in the regular case d = 0 
Eq. (2.11) has the abstract form 
A 1 V*k.4,f = Nf), .feHH, A,+% (2.15) 
where A, is the diagonal operator C,(C, + I) ’ .. (C, + (k - 1 )I and the 
inverse of A, is a k-invariant operator. 
Proof: We have only to prove that the inverse of A, = I+ VkS is k-in- 
variant, i.e. we have to prove that (A, ‘)*e, belongs to the subspace 
Mi+k-l, or ((A;‘)*e,,e,)=Oforj>i+k-1. Letf,=(Z+ VkS)-‘ei. Then 
e, =f, + V”S’. and 0 = (ei, f,) + (e,, VkS’). F rom the last relation we obtain 
(e,, fj) = 0 for i = 1, 2 ,..., k, and since S is k-invariant 
(e k+l,h)=“, (ek+2~~)=o~.~.~ (ek+l-lyf;)=o. 
Thus ((A;‘)*e;, ei)= (e,, A,‘e,)= (ei,fj)=O for every j> i+k- 1 
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Remark 2.1. In the case d # 0 (d-c k) we can find examples to show 
that the operator L + A is possible to have the factorization 
A V*kPd(Z+ P’S) with A; ’ bounded but I+ KS is not invertible. For I 
instance the abstract form of the operator L = z d2/dz2 is 
C,(C,, - I) v* = wv* = ( w- al) v* + al/* 
for some CI not in the spectrum of W = C,(C, - I). Thus 
C,(C,-z)v*=(w-x) V*(z+MV(W-al)-‘v*)=A, v*(z+ KS), 
where S = a( W - crl))’ V* is compact but I+ KS is not invertible. In fact 
we observe that the element e, is an eigenelement of I+ KS with eigenvalue 
zero. The factorization 
L+A=A, pJ*“- d+yz+ pd+,s) for some ja 1, 
is also possible. For instance if cp, (0) # 0 then the factorization 
L+A=.4, V*k-‘(z+ vk ‘S), 
is possible but S, in this case, is an unbounded operator. 
(2.16) 
3. RESTRICTION OF A,'V*“Ai-IN ON A BANACH SPACE 
Consider the linear manifold of all elementsf(z) = z:= I c(,,z~- ’ in H,(d) 
which satisfy the condition I,:=, IanI < co. By defining the new norm 
llf(z)ll H,(d) = c;= I k, th’ 1s manifold becomes a well known Banach space 
H,(d). We denote by H, the corresponding by the isomorphism 
,f(z) = (f=, f) Banach space in H. Every element ,f= C,“=, (L e,,) e,, in H, 
satisfies the condition 
kfli I = iifb)ii H,(d) = i I(f, enk (3.1) 
n=l 
Every bounded operator on H,(d) (H) is defined on H,(d) (H,) and 
maps, in general, elements of H, (A ) (H, ) into H,(d) (H). We give below 
some properties which follow easily: 
(1) H, is invariant under the operators Vk, V*k and 
II m I = II I/*9 I = 1, (3.2) 
where IIA /I, means the norm of an operator A on H, 
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(2) H, is invariant under every bounded diagonal operator 
De, = d,,e,, n = 1, 2 ,... on H. Moreover 
IlDll I = IIDII = max IdA. ,1 (3.3) 
(3) For every elementf(z) =x,7=, c(,z n ~’ in H,(d) the uniform limit 
of the sequence C:‘=, Ei v’- ’ exists and defines a bounded operator 
f*(V)=cc,+Cl*V+i3V2+ .” (3.4) 
on H,. Moreover 
lIJ’*( VII I = llflll~ (3.5) 
In fact for every h in H, we have Ilf*( V)hll, d (x,;=, ia,,l). I~hll,, hence 
ll,f*( V)ll , < llS/l,. The equality follows for h = e,. 
(4) The null space of V*k in H belongs to H,. 
Now consider the diagonal operator 
A ; ‘e,, = 
1 
n(n+ l)...(n+k- l)e”’ 
n = 1, 2,..., (3.6) 
and assume that the nonlinear operator N is defined on H, and maps 
elements of H, into H. 
THEOREM 3. I. For ever?, nonlinear operator N defined on H, the operator 
A; ,N is an operator,from H, into H,. 
ProqfI For k > 1 the theorem follows from the relation 
% 
lIA ’ ‘fii ’ = ,,;, n(n + l((1: ;;l’; k _ 1) 
1 
Q”‘f”.,l~, n(n+ l)...(n+k- l)Irn. 
For k = 1 we have to prove that the series 
(3.7) 
converges provided that x,y;, Ic(,,I* < CO. This follows easily because the 
series (3.7) is the scalar product in H of the elements x = C,“=, Jc(,I e, and 
y=C,“,, (lln)e,. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let A he any bounded operator on H,(A), for which the 
abstract form A is a k-invariant operator on H. Then in the regular case 
(d = 0) the space H, is invariant under the operator A, = I + VkS. Moreover 
A, restricted on H, has a bounded inverse. 
For the proof we need the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. Zf q(z) is analytic in some neighborhood of the closed unit 
disc, then f in H, implies q”‘*( V)f in H,, i= 0, 1, 2 ,..., where q”‘(z) is the 
i-derivative of q(z). 
Proof. This lemma follows easily from (3.5) because by hypothesis the 
functions cpci’(z) belong to H,(A). In fact we have 
llcp”“( V)f II I G Iw*( VII 1 . llf II I 
LEMMA 2. The operator S, which appears in the factorization 
E + ,? = A, V*“(Z + V”S) leaves invariant the space H, . 
Proqf The operator S has the following form: 
S= i A(k)-‘cp,*(V)A(k-l)+A(k)-‘A, 
,=I 
(3.8) 
where A(k) is the diagonal operator C,( C,, + 1). *. (C, + (k - 1 )I). 
The space H, is invariant under the operators A(k)- ‘d and 
A(k)-‘cp,*( V) because of Theorem 3.1. The proof of the lemma is ended if 
we prove the same for the term 
S,=A(k) ~‘q;(V)A(k-1) (3.9) 
The operator S, is defined of course on D(A(k - 1)) the definition 
domain of A(k - 1) in H. It can be extended on all of H by extending the 
diagonal operators A(k) ’ A(k - i), i = 1, 2 ,..,, (k - 1). In fact by using the 
commutation relation 
(C,+(k-l)Z)cp?(V)-q?:(V)(C,+(k-l)z)=Vq;*(V) (3.10) 
we see with some manipulation that the commutator [A(k), cp:( V)] = 
A(k) cpT( V) - cp:( V) A(k) has the form 
CA(k),cp:(V)l=P,-,(C,)ul”(V/)+P,~,(C,)u:(~/)+ ... 
+ P,(G) uk*- L(V) - ( - 1 JkUk*( n (3.11) 
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where Pkpi(CO), i= 1, 2 ,..., (k - 1) are polynomials in C, of order k - i and 
the functions ~~(2) are defined recursively as follows: 
Q(Z) = zu; ~ I(Z), U’(Z) =z@‘(z). (3.12) 
Thus S, can be written 
S,=A(k)-‘A(k-l)cp:(V)-A(k) ‘[A(k-l),cp:(V)]. (3.13) 
Now if we extend the symmetric operators A(k)-‘A(k - i) as follows: 
A(k)-‘A(k-i)=(A(k-i)A(k)- ‘)* (3.14) 
then from (3.13) and (3.11) we obtain 
S,=(C,+(k-1)Z) +:(V)+(C,+(k-l)Z)-‘(C,+(k-2)1)-l 
xD,u~(V)+ ..’ + (- l)“P’A(k)-~‘u,*_l( I’), (3.15) 
where D,, D3,..., D, I are bounded diagonal operators. In fact D,, 
i = 1, 2,..., (k - 1) are defined as follows: 
D,= -Pkp,(C,,)A(k-i)-‘, i = 1, 2 ,..., (k - 1 ). 
Now we see from (3.15) using Lemma 1 and property (2) that S, leaves 
invariant the space HI. 
LEMMA 3. Every diagonal operator De,, = d,,e,,, n = 1, 2 ,..., on H ‘Gth 
d,, -+ 0, restricted on HI, is a compact operator. 
Proof Define the sequence D,, of finite-dimensional operators on H, as 
follows: D,,ei = die, for i< n and D,,e, = 0 for i> n and observe that 
(ID - D,J, = max,,, /dil. Thus lim IID - D,J, = 0 as n + cc and therefore D, 
as the uniform limit of compact operators on H,, is a compact operator. 
Proof of’ Theorem 3.2. By Lemma 2 and property (1) the operator 
A, = I+ VkS leaves invariant the space HI. By Lemma 3 the operator S 
and therefore VkS is compact on H,. To apply the Fredholm alternative 
for the invertibility of A, in HI we need to prove that zero is not an eigen- 
value of A, in H, . In fact if zero is an eigenvalue of A, in H, then it is also 
an eigenvalue of A, in H. But this is impossible because the null space of 
A, in H is trivial. 
THEOREM 3.3. The definition domain of A(k) in HI is invariant under the 
operators A, and A,‘. 
For the proof we shall use the following three lemmas: 
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LEMMA 1. Every bounded diagonal operator on H, restricted on H,, 
leaves invariant the definition domain D(A(k) of A(k). 
Proof: Let ,f be in 9(A(k)), i.e., 
2 n(n+l)...(n+k-l)l(f,e,)l<oo. 
n= I 
Then it follows easily that for every bounded diagonal operator D we have: 
IlDfll I < ~0. 
LEMMA 2. If u(z) is analytic on some neighborhood of the closed unit 
disc, then the operator u*(V) leaves invariant the domain 9(A(k)) in HI. 
Proof: The realization of 9(A(k)) in H,(d) consists of functions f(z) 
such that f(z) and the first k derivatives belong to H,(d). The lemma 
follows easily because the derivatives of u(z) f(z) up to order k are a finite 
sum of products of functions that belong to H’(d). In fact f,(z) and f*(z) in 
H’(d) implies f,(z). f*(z) in H,(d) b ecausef’(z).f2(z)=(fi,f ?(V)fJ and 
llf :t V)f,ll I G Il.f:( V)Il I . Ilf*II I = llfl II I . llf2ll’~ 
LEMMA 3. If u belongs to H,, then Su belongs to 9(C,), the definition 
domain qf C,. 
Proof: From (3.15) and (3.8) we see that the element Su is in the range 
of B=C, ‘. In fact if we consider the bounded diagonal operator 
C,( C, + (k - 1 )I) ’ we observe that SU is of the form BSzu, where S, 
leaves invariant the space HI1 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. For the operator A, the proof is obvious because 
of Lemmas 1 and 2. One way to prove the same for the operator A,’ is the 
following: Let A, ‘f = u and assume that f is an element of the range of 
A(k)- ‘. Then there exists g in H, such that A(k)-‘g=f: Thus 
f=A,u=u+ V’Su and 
u= A(k) -‘g- VkSu. (3.16) 
From (3.16) using Lemma 3, we see that u is an element of the definition 
domain of C,=9(C,(k- l)Z), and we can apply C,+(k- 1)Zin (3.16) to 
obtain 
(C’,+(k-l)Z)u=A(k-1))‘g-(C,+(k-l)Z) VkSu. (3.17) 
Now since SU is an element of D(C,) we use the commutation relation 
(C,+(k-1)Z) VkSu- Vk(C,,+(k-l)Z)Su=kVkp’Su and from (3.17) 
we have 
(C,+(k-l)Z)u=A(k-l)- ‘g-kVk -‘Su-V’(C,+(k-1)Z)Su. 
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Taking analytically the operator S as in (3.15) and using Lemma 2 we see 
that the element (CO + (k - 1)Z) Su belongs to sn( C,), and therefore from 
the above relation the element (C, + (k - 1)Z)u belongs to g(C,), i.e., the 
definition domain of C, in H,. Continuing this process we derive that the 
element (C,+Z).(C,+2Z)...(C,+(k-1)Z)u belongs to g(C,) and to 
H, . This means that u belongs to the definition domain of A(k) in Hi. 
Putting together theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 we obtain: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A be a bounded operator on H,(A) with a k-invariant 
abstract form A. Let G(f(z))(N) b e an y nonlinear operator defining in H,(A) 
(H, ) and let Mk be the null space of the operator V*k. Then Eq. (2.11) has a 
solution in H,(A) which satisfies the conditions 
f(O)=<,, f'(O) = 52Y, f'"-"(O)= tk 
if and only if the equation: 
f=A;‘VkA,‘N(f)+A;‘t (3.18) 
has a solution in H, , where 5 is the following element in Mk: 
Proof Since A, is invertible on H, and on H it follows that A;’ leaves 
invariant the space H, . Thus by Theorem 3.1 and 3.2, Eq. (3.18) can be 
considered as an equation in H,. The equivalence of Eqs. (2.15) and (3.18) 
follows easily. The equivalence of (2.15) and (2.13) which is equivalent to 
(2.11) follows by the use of Theorem 3.3. In fact (2.15) follows easily from 
(2.13). Assume that (2.15) holds. Then A, V*“(Z+ VkS)f =N(f). This 
means that the element f + VkSf belongs to 9(A(k)). Theorem 3.3 implies 
now that f belongs also to 9(A(k)) an d we may have A, V*k(f + VkSf) = 
A, V*“f + A,Sf =N(f), which is Eq. (2.13). 
Remark 3.1. Equation (3.18) in H, is equivalent to the following 
equation in H: 
.u=N(A~‘r+A~‘V~A,~‘x). 2 2 (3.19) 
In fact ifwe set N(f)=xin Eq. (3.18) we obtain Eq. (3.19). For xin Hand 
[ in Mk it follows that f = A;‘< + A,‘VkA;‘x belongs in H, and x= N(f) 
or A, V*kA 2 f = N(f) from which we obtain Eq. (3.18). 
Remark 3.2. From Theorem 3.3 it follows that any solution of (3.18) 
belongs to the definition domain of A(k) to H,. This means that any 
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solution of Eq. (2.11) (if it exists) together with its first k-derivatives 
belongs to H,(d). 
4. DEFINITION AND ABSTRACT FORM OF SOME NONLINEAR OPERATORS 
The abstract form of the linear operator 
Q,f(z)=f(qzL 191 G 12 (4.1) 
defined on H,(d) has been found [l] to be the adjoint of the following 
diagonal operator on H, 
Rf = f (fre,,)q”-‘e,,, fEH. (4.2) 
n= I 
Here we shall define the nonlinear operator 
Q,,(f(z)) = Cf(dz))l”> lqlfl, n32 (4.3) 
on the space H,(d) and in a similar way as in [ 1 ] we shall find its abstract 
form. 
Observe that the operator f( V*) = CC, + CQ V* + c(~ V** + .. , the adjoint 
of the operator f *( V), satisfies the eigenvalue relation: 
f(~*)f,Z=f(qz)f,3 IqlG 1, (4.4) 
where fqZ = I:= 1 (qz)“- ‘en and f (qz) = (f,,, f ). This observation enables 
us to prove very easily the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. The operator (4.3) is definedfrom H,(d) into H,(d) and 
its abstact form is the following: 
Q,,(f,=R*Cf*(Vl" -tr: (4.5) 
Prooj Let f(z)=(f;,f) be in H,(d). Then [f(qz)]*= 
f(qz)(f,=, f) = (f( v*)fyZ, f) = (f,;, f *( Vf ). Similarly 
Cf(qz)l’=f(qz)(f,Z~f*(vf)= (f,;, Cf*(vlw 
and 
Cf(P)l” = (f,;, Cf *( V)l”- !!-I. 
Since Rf, = fqZ we obtain from (4.6) the relation 
IIf(qz)l”=(Rf,, Cf*(VI”-‘f)=(f;, R*Cf*(Vl”-!f) 
(4.6) 
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which shows that the abstract form of (4.3) is the operator (4.5). Since 
/lRll = 1 = llR[l, it follows from (3.5) and (4.5) that: IIQ,,(f)II I < /lSll~ or 
IIU-(P)l”llH,(d)~ W(4llH,(d)Y. 
This means that (4.3) is an operator from H,(d) into H,(d). 
COROLLARY 1. The operator 
Pn(f(z)) = Cf(z)l” 
is defined from H,(A) into H,(A) and its abstract form is 
PAf) = Cf*( VI” ~ tr: 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
COROLLARY 2. If LX,(Z), i = 1, 2 ,..., n, are elements of the space H,(A), 
then the operator 
G(z~f(z))=%(z)f(%z)+%(z)Cf(q*z)12+ ..’ +%(Z)Cf(4nz)l”, 
l9il d 1 (4.9) 
is defined from H,(A) into H,(A) and its abstract form is 
N(f)=cr:(V)R,*fa:(V)R,*f*(V)f+ ... +cr,*(V)zq[f*(V)]“-‘, (4.10) 
where the operators Ri, i = 1, 2,..., n, are the diagonal operators 
R,e, = q;?-- ‘ei, j= 1, 2 ,..., i= 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Proof: The proof follows easily from the theorem and from the fact that 
f,(z) andf,(z) in H,(A) implies that f,(z). f2(z) belongs also to H,(A). 
Remark 4.1. It is not difficult to find, that the Frechet derivative of 
(4.7) at the point fo(z) in H,(A) is the linear bounded operator 
n[fJz)]” ‘. (4.11) 
This means, that the Frechet derivative of the operator (4.8) at the point f. 
in H, is the linear bounded operator: 
n[fo*W)l”-‘. (4.12) 
We can also find easily the Frechet derivative of the operator (4.10) at the 
point f. in H,, i.e., 
N’(f,)=cr:(V)R:+2cr:(V)R,*f,*(V)+ ... +na,*(V)R,*[f,*(V)]“-‘. 
(4.13) 
4091124G5 
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Observe that for n > 2 the Frechet derivative of (4.8) or (4.5) at the point 
f = 0 is zero and at every point f # 0 it is a k-invariant operator. 
The following theorem generalizes, in some sense, the above results but 
restricts the definition of the nonlinear operator on a sphere of the space 
HI. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G(W) = CF=, c,,w’-- ’ and 
Then the operator 
G(f(z)) = f c,JJ’(z)]” ~ ’ (4.14) 
,I= I 
can be defined in the open sphere S(0, Y) = {f(z) in H,(A), Ilf(~)ll,,,(~) < r} 
and its abstract form is the operator 
N(f)=c,el+c2f+c,f’*(V)f+c,[f*(V)12f+ .... (4.15) 
ProoJ: For lif(z)ll,,,Cdj < r we have 
IIW(z)lI H,(A) Gng, Ic,I(IIf(z)llH,~d~)“~’ 6 f lcnIT’l rI <r, 
n=l 
which means that G(f(z)) is defined at every point in S(0, r). The abstract 
form (4.15) follows from the relation 
G(f(z))= (f,, c,e, +F,f+F,.f*( V)+ ...I. (4.16) 
A more general result concerning nonautonomous equations can be stated 
as 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that the functions c,(z), n = 1, 2,..., are such that 
the operators c,*(V), n = 1,2,... are bounded operators on H. Assume also 
that 
lim IIcX( V)ll ‘ln d :. (4.17) 
“-CC 
Then the operator 
Nf)=c,+ 2 C,*(w-f*(vln-TL Cl(Z) = (fi> Cl) (4.18) 
II = 2 
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can be definedfrom the open sphere S(0, r) in H, into H and is the abstract 
,form of the operator 
Wf(z))= f c,,(zKf(z)l" '. (4.19) 
,1= I 
ProoJ: The proof follows easily from the inequality 
II Cf *c we’ll s II II Cf *c v1Y’II I 6 ll.fll;- I (4.20) 
and the absolute convergence of the series C;=, ljc,T( V)ll z”- ’ for IzI cr. 
if3n;;;ality (4.20) follows from the inequality /If II 6 II f 11, and the equality 
. . 
Remark 4.2. Of course the first assumption of the theorem covers the 
case where the functions c,(z) are analytic in some neighborhood of the 
closed unit disc. If assumption (4.17) is replaced by the assumption 
limlI~~(V)I/f”‘<~ 
r’ 
n -+ cc (4.21) 
then the function (4.18) is a function into H,. A simple example is the 
function 
W,f)= * l- cuf(z) 
=l +cizf(z)+a*z*[f(z)y+ ..'. 
Here cT( V) = S’V” and lic,*( V)ll = Ilc,T( V)ll ,(cI(“. Thus r = ~/ICI. The above 
function is a function from the open sphere S(0, I/ICC/) in H, into H,. 
THEOREM 4.4. Assume that the operators c,T( V), n = 1, 2,..., satisfy con- 
dition (4.21). Then the operator (4.18) is FrPchet differentiable at every point 
f. in S(0, r) and the derivative is the linear and bounded operator on H,, 
N'(fo)= f (n-l)C,*(V)CfO*(V)ln-Z. (4.22) 
n=2 
Proof: The proof is similar to the Weirstrass proof for the existence of 
the derivative of an analytic function. It is necessary and sufficient o prove 
the theorem for the operator 
G,(f(z))= $ c,(z)Cf(z)l”-‘. (4.23) 
n=l 
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Observe that for 
llf&)ll H,(d) G ro < r (4.24) 
the operator 
A: Af(z)= f (n- l)c,(z)[fO(z)]‘*-Zf(z) (4.25) 
II = 2 
is a bounded operator on H,(d), because the series 
,,% (n- lHcn(z)llH,(d). (llfo(mf,,d))n-2 
converges. Now for 
lIfo(z) + Mz)ll H,(d) 6 r. < r 
we have 
G,(fo(z) + h(z)) - G,(fo(z)) 
= %. c,,(z)C(fo(z) + h(z))“- ’ -fo(z)“- ‘1 
,I = 2 
+ ... +(fo(z)+h(z))‘r-2] 
or 
G,(fo(z) +Nz)) - G,(fo(z)) 
=h(z) f c,z(z){(n- 1) fo(zym-‘+ fo(z)‘Zp3 
P1 = 2 
x C(fcl(z) + h(z)) -fo(z)l +fo(zY 4c(fo(z) + &))2 -fo(z)21 
+ ... + [(fob) + h(z))” - 2 -fo(z)“p21 > 
and 
G,(fo(z) + h(z)) - G,(f,(z)) -Ah(z) 
= MzJ2 f c,,(z){fo(z)” m3 +fo(z)“-4c(fo(z)+ h(z)) +fo(z)l 
II = 3 
+ ‘.. + [(.fo(z)+h(z))“~ 3 + (fo(z)+h(z))” -“fo(z)+ ... + f0(qp3]). 
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Thus we obtain 
IIG,(fo(z) + h(z)) - G,(f,(z)) - A&)ll,,w 
d(llwll”,(~,,*~ f Ilc,(z)llH,(d)(l+2+ ... +(n-2))G-3 
n=3 
=; (ll~(z)ll “,(A)12eHf3 (n- lNn-2) IlG(411H,(d,.G-3 
which means that A is the derivative of the operator (4.23) at the point 
So(z). 
COROLLARY. If the analytic function 
G(w)= f, c,,w”-’ 
,I= I 
has a radius of convergence r > 0, then the operator (4.15) is Frichet 
differentiable at every point f. in S(0, r) and its derivative is given by 
N’(h)= f c,,(n- l)Cfo*(Vl”+*. (4.26) 
I, = 2 
It is easy to see that N’(f) as a function from S(0, r) into the space of 
bounded operators on H, is continuous. 
Note that if the function G(w) is an entire function, then the operator 
G(f(z)) is defined on all elements of H,(d). 
5. EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
For N(f) = 0 we are in the homogeneous linear case and from (2.15) we 
obtain the unique solution of the equation 
(L+A)f=O, (5.1) 
f =AF15, (5.2) 
for every 5 in the null space Mk of V*‘. Since < belongs to H, it follows 
from Theorem 3.2 that f in (5.2) belongs also to H,. Thus we obtain 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be any bounded operator on H,(A) with a 
k-invariant abstract form. Then in the regular case the equation 
(L+A)f(z)=O (5.3) 
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has one and only one solution in H,(A) that satisfies the conditions 
.f(O) = T,,f’(O) = 5*,...,.f’k- “(0) = 5k. (5.4) 
Moreover the derivatives of the solution up to order k are also elements of 
H,(A). 
The last assertion of the theorem follows from Theorem 3.3 because (f=, 5) 
is a polynomial. 
For N(f) = g, where g is a ,fi.xed element in H, we are in the non- 
homogeneous linear case. From (3.8) we find also the unique solution qf the 
equation 
(L+A)f= g (5.5) 
for every 5 in Mk. Applying also the results in section 3 we obtain the follow- 
ing theorem: 
THEOREM 5.2. Under the assumptions in Theorem 5.1 for every g(z) in 
H,(A) the equation 
CL + A)f(z) = g(z), (5.6) 
in the regular case, has one and only one solution f(z) in H,(A) that satisfies 
conditions (5.4). Moreover if g(z) has derivatives up to order k in H,(A), 
then f(z) and its k-derivatives belong to H,(A). 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that the coefficients q,(z), i= 1, 2,..., k, of the 
differential operator 
are analytic in some neighborhood of the closed unit disc and A satisfies the 
condition of Theorem 5.1. Then for every function g(z) in H,(A) the solutions 
of Eq. (5.6) are boundedfor IzJ d 1. Moreover if g(z) and its derivatives up to 
order k belong to H,(A), then the solutions together with the derivatives up to 
order k are bounded for /zI < 1. 
Proof. The corollary follows easily from the theorem because 
f(z)=x:=I @G7zn-’ in H,(A) means that 
If(z)1 G : I%I = llf(z)ll,,(,)< CIJ 
n = 1 
for IzI 6 1. 
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Remark 5.1. Bounded solutions for the differential equation 
. . . + P,(z)f(z) = 0 (5.7) 
are studied in [6]. The existence of bounded solutions for z < 1 was proved 
there under the assumption that P,(z), i= 1, 2,..., n, are analytic in z < 1 
and satisfy the condition: “The integral 
1: dr, [~‘dr2~~-~~k~’ I P,(r,e’cp)l dr,, k = 1, 2 ,..., n, rO= 1 
converges uniformly for 0 < cp < 2~” 
With another similar condition it was also proved in [6], that the 
derivatives up to order n of the solutions of Eq. (5.7) are bounded for 
IzI < 1. The corollary to Theorem 5.2 generalizes these results because if 
P,(z), i = I,2 ,..., n, are analytic in Iz/ < 1 we can set z = rw, r > 0. Thus for 
every Y < 1 the functions P,(z), i= 1, 2,..., n, satisfy the hypothesis of the 
corollary and we obtain bounded solutions for /IV d 1 or Iz( < r < 1. 
Moreover the conditions used in [6] are not needed in the proof of 
Theorem 5.2, nor in the proof of Corollary 1. 
Another result, which follows easily in the framework of the theory 
presented here, concerns the existence of entire solutions of functional 
differential equation of the form 
dkf(4 k ---p+ c %wp- dk - If’(z) + 2 a,(z),f‘(qjz) = g(z), 
,=l /=1 
k>l, n31, lq,l<l. (5.8) 
In fact we obtain from Theorem 5.2 the following: 
COROLLARY 2. Zf q,(z), i= 1, 2,..., k, ai( j= 1, 2 ,..., n and g(z) are 
entire functions, then the solutions that the theorem predicts are also entire 
functions. 
ProojI We set z = rx and obtain solutionsf(rx), which are analytic in d 
for every r > 0. 
Of course if the known functions have singularities at the points z,, 
i = 1) 2,..., n, with lzil > 1, then the region of analiticity of the solutions 
obtained can be extended in this way to the disc{z: IzI < lz,l}, where 
lzOl = minlz,l, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
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EXAMPLE. An an example we consider the nonhomogeneous linear 
equation 
i+ af(z) + Pf(sz) = g(z), I41 G 1. (5.9) 
Equation (5.9) was studied and generalized by several authors (see [l] and 
the references presented therein). 
Assume that g(z) belongs to H,(d) and g(z) = (fZ, g), for some g in H. 
Then the abstract form of (5.9) is 
C, V*f + c?f + ,&R*f = g, (5.10) 
where R is the diagonal operator (4.2), or 
GV*Azf=g, (5.11) 
where 
A, = I+ VB(clZ+ BR), B= C,‘. (5.12) 
The operator A, is an l-invariant operator and is therefore invertible 
both in H and H,. The solution of (5.11) for every g in H is given by 
f =A;‘VBg+ZA,‘e,, c = constant. (5.13) 
Theorem (3.2) implies that the solutions of Eq. (5.9) are H,(d)-functions 
and are given by 
f(z)=(I,,Ai 'V&)+c(L,A;'e,). (5.14) 
If g(z) has a derivative belonging to H,(d), then Theorem 3.2 implies 
that the derivative of (5.14) belongs also to H,(d). If g(z) is an entire 
function then Corollary 2 to Theorem 5.2 implies that the functions (5.14) 
are entire functions. 
Now we consider the nonlinear operator N and assume that it is defined 
in an open sphere S(0, r) centered at the point zero in H, and satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(i) N is a C’ mapping from S(0, r) into H, , i.e., N has a continuous 
Frtchet derivative N'(f) for f in S(0, Y). 
(ii) N(0) = 0. 
(iii) The derivative N’(0) is a k-invariant operator on H (and leaves 
invariant the space H,). Under these conditions we shall prove 
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THEOREM 5.3. Let A be any bounded and k-invariant operator on H and 
let N satsfies the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii). Then, in the regular case, there 
exists a neighborhood q(M,) of the point zero in Mk, the null space of V*k 
and a function x: q(Mk) + H, such that the element 
f=A,‘[+A,‘Vk;‘x(5:) (5.15) 
in H, , is a nontrivial solution of Eq. (2.13) for every 5 # 0 in M,. 
Proof Since the operators A, ’ and A; ’ are bounded on H’ we can 
find a sphere S’ centered at the point zero in H’ such that for x in S’ and l 
in S’ n Mk the following relation holds: 
llA;‘< + A,‘VkA;‘xll cr. 
Thus we can consider Eq. (2.15) which is equivalent to Eq. (2.13) and ask 
for solutions of the form 
f =A,‘<+A;‘VkA,‘x (5.16) 
for 5 in S, n M, and x in H,. We obtain the equation 
x=N(A,‘~+A,‘VkA,‘x). 
Now define the function 
F&X)=X-N(A,‘{+A;‘VkA,‘x) 
(5.17) 
from S, n M,xS, into H, and observe that: F(0, 0) = 0 and 
$o,o)=z-N(O)A;‘V*A;‘. (5.18) 
The results of Section 3 together with assumption (ii) show, that (5.18) is 
an isomorphism from H’ into H’ and Theorem 5.3 follows from the 
implicit function theorem. The solutions (5.15) are nontrivial because f = 0 
implies 
VkA;‘x= -r 
which is impossible. 
Remark 5.2. The assumption (iii) in Theorem 5.3 covers in particular 
the cases where N’(0) = 0 and N’(0) is a multiple of the identity operator 
on H,. 
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Remark 5.3. Observe that for x in H, the element A; ‘x belongs to 
.9(A ,) n H,, where 9(A ,) is the definition domain of A, in H. Thus 
V”/kA;lx belongs also to 9(A ,) n H, and theorem 3.3 implies that the 
elements (5.17) for 5 in M, belong to 9(A ,) n Hi. Putting together 
Remark 5.3 and Theorem 5.3 we have the following result 
THEOREM 5.4. Let <=(t,, l2 ,..., lk) and 151 =C:=, ltil. Then Eq. (2.11) 
for sufficiently small 151 has a family of analytic solutions, provided that the 
abstract forms of A and G satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.3. Moreover 
these solutions together with the derivatives up to order k belong to the space 
H,(A). The solutions have the form 
,f(z) = i: tiz’- ’ +z” f q,(4) ? ‘. 
,=I ,I= I 
The last assertion ,follows easily from the form of the solutions: 
.f(z)=(f,,A;'O+(.f;,Az 'VkA;'d=(f,,f) 
and the fact that (e;, f) = r,, i = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
Remark 5.4. Observe that A,e,, i= 1, 2,..., k, are linear independent 
solutions of the homogeneous linear equation A, V*kA, f = 0. Therefore the 
solution (5.15) can be brought to the form 
where the element A 2 ’ VkA ; ‘x i s orthogonal to the null space of V*“. Thus 
the family of solutions of Eq. (2.11) predicted by Theorem 5.4 can be 
brought to the form 
f(Z)= 2 Sifi(z)+Zkg(tl, t2,...3 5k,Z)3 
i= I 
where fi(z), i = 1, 2 ,..., k, are linear independent solutions of the 
homogeneous linear equation and g(z) is a function in H,(A). In the non- 
regular case (d # 0, k - d > 0) we have a similar factorization of the linear 
part of Eq. (2.13), 
A, V*k ‘AA,=A, V*k-“(Z+ VkmdS). 
But in this case A, may not be invertible. In the case where it is invertible 
we have exactly k -d linear independent solutions for the linear equation 
(L + A)f =O. In regular case (A, = I+ VkS) the invertibility of A2 follows 
basicaly from two properties of the operator S. One is the compactness and 
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the other the k-invariance property introduced in Section 2. For many 
interesting nonregular equations, A2 appears to be the identity operator or 
appears to have a very simple form in which S is both compact and 
(k - d)-invariant. In particular there exists an important class of singular 
nonlinear differential equations for which the abstract form is the 
following: 
A, v*“-f+ a*( V),f= N(f), (5.19) 
where 
(a) A, is a polynomial in C,(A,(C,)) of order k such that A,(n) #O, 
n = 1) 2,... (see Emden’s equation in Section 7). 
(b) a(z) is analytic on jz/ < 1 and therefore U*(V) is bounded on H 
and on H,. (N satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.3.) In the case of 
Eq. (5.19) the operator S has the simple form 
S=A;’ r*(v). (5.20) 
We observe that for every u in H, the elements SU belong to the range of 
A 1’ and thus to the definition domain of A,. Theorem 3.3 in Section 3 
follows here very easily (it follows directly from (3.16)). Thus we obtain in 
a similar way the following very useful in applications theorem: 
THEOREM 5.5. For every singular nonlinear differential equation for 
bvhich the abstract form is (5.19) there exists a (k - d)-parameter family of 
analytic solutions for svfficiently small ) (1, 4: = (5, , rz ,..., ck ~ d). Moreover 
these solutions together with the derivatives up to order k belong to H,(A). 
Remark 5.5. Of course Theorem 5.5 holds also if LX*(V) is replaced by 
any bounded and (k-d)-invariant operator 2. For the case where N is a 
constant function (N(f) = g), we obtain for the nonhomogeneous linear 
equation 
similar results as in the regular case. 
6. THE SCALAR BRIOT-BOUQUET EQUATION 
The equation 
(6.1) 
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is of particular interest because the existence of analytic solutions implies 
the existence of 2rc-periodic solutions of the system 
dx 
x= 4% Y), 
4 
z= 4x3 Y), 
where u(x, y) and u(x, y) satisfy sufficiently the Cauchy-Riemann con- 
ditions. We assume that G(w) = I,“=, C,W+ ’ has a radius of convergence 
Y > 0. So by Theorem 4.2 the abstract form of the operator G is defined for 
every point f in the open sphere S(0, r) in H, and has, by the corollary to 
Theorem 4.4, a continuous Frtchet derivative. 
We see easily that a necessary condition for Eq. (6.1) to have an analytic 
solution in a neighborhood of zero is that the function G(w) has at least 
one zero. In the case where G(0) =0 and G(w) #O for w #O we obtain 
easily the following result: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let G(0) = 0 and G(w) # 0 for w # 0. Then a necessary 
condition for Eq. (6.1) to have a nontrivial solution in H,(A) is 
G’(0) = c2 = m, m = 1, 2,... . (6.2) 
Proof: The abstract form of Eq. (6.1) is 
(G-Of =Nf), (6.3) 
where 
N(f)=c,f+c,f*(V)f+ ‘... (6.4) 
Let c2 #m, m = 1, 2 ,..., and suppose that f = Cc=, (A e,,) e,, is a solution of 
(6.3). Then f*(V)=(f,e,)Z+(f,e,) V+ ..., and f(V*)=(e,, f)Z+ 
(ez,f)V*+ ..., so f(v*)e, =(e,,f)e,, Cf(V*)I’e,=(e,,f)*e, and so 
on. Thus, from (6.3), we have O=P,(f,e,)+?,(f,e,)‘+ ... = 
(f,e,)G[(e,,f)], which implies (f,e,)=O and f(V*)=(e,,f) I/*+ 
(e,, f) V*2 + . . . Now scalar multiplication in (6.3) by e, gives (J e2) = 
C2(f, e2). Since c2 # 1 it follows that (f, e2) = 0. Similar procedure leads to 
(f, es) = (f, e4) = . . . = 0, i.e., f = 0. 
A sufficient condition for the existence of a family of analytic solutions of 
Eq. (6.1) in the case where G(0) = 0 and G’(0) = m, m = 1, 2,..., has been 
proved in [4]. We prove this result below because the method that we 
follow leads us to an interesting generalization. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let G(0) = 0 and 
G'(0) = m, m = 1, 2,... (6.5) 
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Then Eq. (7.1) has a family of nontrivial solutions in H,(A) of the form 
f(z)=w+b2(IZ)zm+‘+ ..’ =zm. f b,z”-‘, i=b, (6.6) 
II = I 
for sufficiently small 121. 
Proof: For c2 = m, Eq. (7.3) is reduced to 
(Co - (m + 1 )I)f = h(f ), (6.7) 
where h(f)=F,f*(V)f+F,[f*(V)]2+ ..., and 
h(0) = h’(0) = 0. (6.8) 
Let A4 be the subspace HO{e,, e,,..., e,, , } and M, the Banach space 
which is a subset of A4 as H, is a subset of H. 
Obviously, if x belongs to the open sphere S(0, r), then Bx belongs also 
to S(0, r), because I(BIl 1 = 1. There exists a sphere S(0, rO) in M, with 
r,, < r/2, such that for /AI d r0 and x in S(0, rO) the element Ae,,,, 1 + Bx is 
an element of S(0, r). Thus we set in (6.7) 
f=Ie,,+,+Bx, x in S(0, rO), /i( < r0 (6.9) 
and obtain 
(I-(m+ l)B)x=h(;le,+, + Bx), (6.10) 
where B is the compact inverse of C,. The function 
F(A, x)=(1-(m+ l)B)x-h(Le,+, + Bx) 
is a function from an open sphere in @ x A4 into H,. We shall show that 
F(A, X) is a mapping into M, . 
Obviously the operator I- (m + 1) B reduces M,. Observe, that for f in 
the form (6.9), the element h(f) is an element of M,, which means that the 
nonlinear operator in (6.10) is an operator from the open sphere S(0, r) in 
M, into M,. In fact from (6.9) we have 
(j;e,)=(Ae,)= ... =(Je,)=O and f(V*)=LV*m+b,B*m+‘+ .... 
Thus (h(f), e, ) = (h(f ), e2) = . = (h(f ), e,) = 0 and (h(f ), e, + ,) = 
(C3f*( w+ GCf *( mx...~ e, + ,) = C3 (f, e,) = 0. Now the proof follows 
from the implicit function theorem because the operator 
I-Cm+ l)B=g(O,O), 
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restricted on M,, is bounded with a bounded inverse. 
COROLLARY. Let p # 0, p < r be a zero qf G(w) = C,3”=, c,w” ’ and let 
G’(p) = m, m = 1, 2 ,... . Then eq. (6.1) has a ,family of nontrivial solutions of 
the form f(z)= +Az”b,(l)z”+‘+ ..., which belongs to H,(A) for 
sufficiently small / i 1. 
Proof We set f(z) = g(z) + p and consider the equation 
&(z) 
=--=G(p+g(z))=G,(g(z)). dz 
Here G, is Frtchet differentiable in an open sphere in H,(d) and satisfies 
the conditions of the theorem 6.2: 
G,(O) = G(P) = 0, G’,(O) = G’(p) = m, m = I, 2,... 
For example, the equation 
df(z) 
z-=,f(z)‘-5f(z)+6 
dz 
(6.11) 
satisfies the conditions of the corollary for p = 3 and m = 1. The theorem 
predicts solutions of the form 
,f(z) = 3 + %z + b,(;b) z2 + 3.. (6.12) 
for sufficiently small lj-1. In fact the general solution of Eq. (6.11) is 
f(z) = 2 + (l/( 1 -AZ)), which is of the form (6.12) for II+) < 1. 
An interesting generalization to Theorem 6.2 is 
THEOREM 6.3. Let the equation 
P(G)(G - (m + 1 )L)f = h(f ), (6.13) 
where P is a polynomial in C, of order n and h is the operator of Theorem 6.2 
which satisfies conditions (6.8). Assume that m = 1, 2,..., and that the roots 
pl, p2,..., p,, of the polynomial P are different from the positive integers or 
they are positive integer bm. Then Eq. (6.13) has a family of nontrivial 
solutions in H, of the form 
f =Xe,+,+lQTje,+,+ .‘. (6.14) 
for sufficiently small 113). 
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ProoJ: We set in Eq. (6.13) 
,f = ;Ze,,, +, + B” + ‘x, (6.15) 
where 11.1 d r(, and x in S(0, rO) and obtain 
where 
The proof follows as the proof of Theorem 6.2 because the operators 
Z- piB, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, are, by the assumption, invertible operators on M, . 
COROLLARY. Let the Euler nonlinear equation 
2 d-f 2 d-‘+CI,- 7 ;= G(f(z)), z 
(6.16) 
where G(0) =0 and G’(O) = c2. Assume that the roots p, and p2 qf the 
equation 
~*-(3-cr,)p+2-a,-i;~=O (6.17) 
satkfy one ?f the conditions 
(1) p,=m+l andp,#m, m=1,2 ,..., 
(2) pr = m + 1 and p, is a positive integer <rn + 1. 
Then Eq. (6.16) has a family of solutions of the form (6 6) for sufficiently 
small (21. The solutions together with the two first derivatives belong to 
H,(A). 
Proqf: The abstract form of Eq. (6.16) is 
(C’-3C,+2Z)f +&,(C,-Z)f=N(f)=c,f +h(J‘), 
where h(0) - h’(0) = 0, or 
(C;-(3-cr,)C,+2-L?,-c,)f=h(f). 
By the assumption the above equation can be written as 
(Co-PING-(m+ l)Z)f =h(f) 
which is a special case of Eq. (6.13). 
From (6.15) in case n = 1 we see that the solutions of (6.13) belong to 
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the range of the operator B2 which is restricted on M, , i.e., to the definition 
domain of Ci in Mr. This means that the first two derivatives of the 
solutions of Eq. (6.15) are elements of H,(d). 
THEOREM 6.4. Let G(w) = C,“=, c, wn- ’ be an analytic function in some 
neighborhood of zero. Let G(0) = 0 and G’(0) = -22 < 0. Then the equation 
d2dt) -= G(g(t)) 
dt2 
(6.18) 
has two distinct families of complex valued periodic solutions of the form 
g(t)= f b,pnekfmr, b, =A, (6.19) 
n=l 
with period 
The series (6.19) together with the first two derivatives converges 
absolutely for sufficiently small (AI f or every positive p < 1 and every real t. 
Proof. Consider the Euler equation 
2 d2f (2) df(z) 
z dz,+z-= dz 
--&m+(.m2+ ‘.. 1, (6.20) 
where CI is an arbitrary real number. Observe that if f(z) is a solution of 
Eq. (6.20) predicted by the corollary to Theorem 6.3, then the series 
g(t) = f(pe’“‘) = pme”*’ C,“=, b,,p”- ‘e”“- I)%‘, p > 0 together with the first 
two derivatives converges absolutely for every real c( and p < 1 and satisfies 
Eq. (6.18). Choose in (6.20) tx = r/m, m = 1, 2 ,... . Then the roots of the 
corresponding equation (6.17) are p2 = m + 1 and p, = 1 - m # m + 1, for 
m = 1, 2,... Thus the corollary to Theorem 6.3 predicts for Eq. (6.20) 
solutions of the form (6.6) and for Eq. (6.18) solutions of the form (6.19). 
For m = 1 and c( = +z, the families of solutions have the form 
g(t)= 2 b,pneki7”‘, O<pdl. (6.21) 
n=l 
THEOREM 6.5. Zf the function G(w) in Theorem 6.4 satisfies the condition 
G’(0) = 72 > 0, 
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then Eq. (6.18) has complex valued solutions of the form 
g(t)= f b,w”e-““, b, =A, z>O. (6.22) 
,, = I 
The series (6.22) converges absolutely for sufficiently small 12) ,for every 
I\t’I 6 1 and every t in the interval 0 6 t < co. 
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.4, because for 
g(t) =.f(z), 
z = we ‘0 z>o (6.23) 
we obtain the same Euler equation. Since the solutions predicted by the 
corollary to Theorem 6.3, as H,(d) functions, converge absolutely for 
I-11 < 1 it follows from (6.23) that the series (6.22) converges absolutely for 
every LV with I~vJ < 1 and every t in the interval 0 < t < XI. 
Remark 6.1. Note that Eq. (6.18) has also solutions for r < 0 and some 
JpI < 1. In this case t varies in a small interval depending from IpI. 
Remark 6.2. In [4] by the use of Theorem 6.2 was proved the existence 
of a family of nontrivial real-valued periodic solutions of the system 
d.x dy 
dt= 
-qy+u(x, y), Jt=ccx+v(x, y) (6.24) 
for % # 0 and u and v continuously differentiable maps of (x, y) satisfying 
the Cauchy-Riemann equations and the conditions ~(0, 0) = ~(0, 0) = 
u.,(O, 0) = v.,(O, 0) = 0. From Theorems 6.4 and 6.5 we obtain families of 
real-valued solutions for the system 
d2x 
- = c-2.x + u(x, y), d2y 
dt2 ,+,=c,!:+% Y). 
(6.25) 
Of course we assume also that the functions u and v in (6.25) are sufficient 
to form an analytic function 
h(g) = h(x + iy) = u(x, y) + iv(x, y) (6.26) 
in a neighborhood of zero, which satisfies the conditions h(0) = h’(0) = 0. 
We have 
409.1124/2-6 
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THEOREM 6.6. For c2= -52 ~0 the system (6.25) has real-valued 
periodic solutions of the form 
x(t) = % p”(A, cos nzt - B, sin nzt), 
n=l 
y(t) = f p”(B, cos nzt + A, sin ntt) 
n=l 
and for c2 = T’ > 0 has families of real-valued nonperiodic solutions of the 
.form 
x(t)= f. A,p”eC”*‘, 
l7=1 
y(t)= f B,p”e-““, t>o, O<pbl. 
n=l 
Proof Consider the equation 
d2g 
-go = ~2 g + h(g) 
and observe that if g(t) = x(t) + iy(t) is a complex valued solution then 
x(t) = Re g(t) and y(t) = Im g(t) are real-valued solutions of the system 
(6.25). For c2 = t2 >O we set in (6.22) w = pe”, 9 #O. An other result, 
which follows also from the theorem 6.3 easily, concerns the following real 
system: 
2 
~+a~=~x+u(x, y), 
g-+y+n(,, y). 
In fact we have 
(6.27) 
THEOREM 6.7. Suppose that u and v satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 6.6. Then ,for every b and A such that 4A < /I’ the system (6.27) has 
a family of real-valued periodic solutions. The period is 
I P,I’ 
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where pm is the greatest real root of the equation 
p2-/?p+l=O. (6.28) 
Pro@ We set g(t) =x(t) + iy(t) in (6.27) and obtain the equation 
d2g(t) ib 4?(t) -- 
dt2 -=&At) + G(g(t)). dt 
(6.29) 
The Euler equation, which corresponds to Eq. (6.29), is 
-Lx F=Q-(z)+G(/(z)), (6.30) 
where G(w) is analytic in some neighborhood of zero and satisfies the 
conditions G(0) = G’(0) = 0. The abstract form of Eq. (6.30) is 
-a’(C,-1)2f+a/?(Co-I)f-Af=h(,f). (6.3 1) 
If c( is chosen as the greatest root of Eq. (6.28) the above equation has 
the form 
which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6.3. 
Several generalizations of the results of this section are the essential sub- 
ject of another work in which we study the vector Briot-Bouquet equation. 
7. EXAMPLES 
(1) Consider the nonlinear Bessel equation 
zq+ffy-zf(;)= +f(4]3. 
z 
It is well known that the power series 
(7.1) 
+(l-G12)(1-18LY2+21c14) z 6 
(3!)2 
.(J + -..I (7.2) 
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satisfies formally Eq. (7.1) and the condition 
f(O) = @I (c( = real). (7.3) 
As noted in [S] the absolute convergence of the series (7.2) was not 
proved. The abstract form of Eq. (7.1) is 
c;v*f - Vf = - VN(f), (7.4) 
where 
N(f) = Cf*( wf: (7.5) 
As we know from Section 4 the operator (7.5) is defined for every fin H, 
and the theory of Section 5 predicts solutions of the form (7.2), which 
belong to H,(d) for sufficiently small (~(1. In other words the theory of 
section 5 predicts that the series (7.2) converges absolutely for Jz( 6 1 and 
sufficiently small 1~1. However, the contraction principle applied directly to 
Eq. (7.4) gives the following result: 
For 1~11 ~4, Eq. (7.1) has one and only one solution in H,(d) which 
satisfies the condition (7.3). The solution is given by (7.2) and satisfies the 
relation 
In fact Eq. (7.4) in H, together with the condition (7.3) is equivalent to 
f= -A,‘VB2VN(,f) + txA,‘e,, (7.6) 
where A2 = I- VB’V and N is the operator (7.5). It is easy to see that 
I(VB*V\I,= I(B2VII,=+. 
Thus 
and 
A;‘=Z+ vB2v+(vB2v)2+ “. 
Moreover, the operator (7.5) restricted on the closed sphere S(0, r) in H, 
satisfies 
IINf)- Wg)ll I G Jr2 llf- gll l 
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for everyfand g in S(0, r). Thus we obtain for the operator 
df) = -A,‘VB2VN(f) +aA;‘e,, (7.7) 
llw-) - d s)ll I G r2 llf- gll 1, (7.8) 
and 
IIdf)ll 1 d 43 + I4 .!I (7.9) 
for every f and g in S(0, Y). From (7.8) and (7.9) we see that the mapping 
(7.7) is a contraction on S(0. Y) if Y < 1 and 
/crl.$<r-r3/3. (7.10) 
Let ICI/ = f-a, E > 0. Then there exists r < 1 (r = 1 - (2. &‘12/3)) which 
satisfies (7.10). This means that for Ial < t, Eq. (7.6) has one and only one 
solution in Hr. Setting (f, e,) = CI we uniquely determine the other coef- 
ficients (f, e,,), n = 2, 3 ,..., from (7.4) and obtain the series (7.2). For the 
solution (7.2) we must have 
If( 6 Ilf@)llH,,d, = IIJ‘II l G r < 1 for I;/ d 1. 
Thus we obtain the relation If(z)/ < 1 for Iz/ 6 1. 
Remark 7.1. By using Theorem (3.3) (see the Remark 2 in Sect. 3) we 
see from 7.6 that the first two derivatives of (7.2) are also elements of the 
space H,(d). 
Remark 7.2. For the determination of the coefficients (e,,,f) of the 
element f, it is convenient in our approach to use the relation 
G(f(z)) 
=&’ 
(7.11) 
Relation (7.11) follows by setting z = 0 in the relation 
s W(z)) =-&, CL, Nf)) =(fi, A(n - 1) V*“-‘N(f)), 
Zn 
(7.12) 
where A(n)= CO(CO+Z)... (C,+ (n- 1)Z). Relation (7.12) holds for every 
n and z in a neighborhood of zero. For Eq. (7.1) we have from (7.4) 
(e,, f) = 0 = f’(O) 
and n2(e,,+ r, f) = (e,- r, f) - (e,-, , N(f)) for n > 2 or, by using (7.1 l), 
n’(e .,,,./-,=(e.-,.i)-&.(& LXz)13) 
; = 0 
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By setting (ei,f)=j(O)=a we find 
42(e5y f) = (e,,f) =A (3Cf(z)12f”(z) + W”(i)1/t(~)12) 
Z=O 
Thus 
and so on. 
(2) Consider the equation 
d2f(z 1 z-p+2 df(z) - + zef(‘) = 0, 
dz 
(7.13) 
This is a well-known singular nonlinear equation of Emden’s type. It is 
obtained from the Poisson equation in polar coordinates with spherical 
symmetry [Z]. The conditions under which Eq. (7.13) must be solved are 
f(0) = 0, (7.14) 
f ‘(0) = 0. (7.15) 
The abstract form of Eq. (7.13) is 
C,( co + I) v*f = - VN( f ), (7.16) 
where 
N(f)=el+.f+&f*(V)f+ ... (7.17) 
or 
f= -VB, VfV(f)+Ce,, (7.18) 
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where B, is the inverse of CO(C, + I) and c is a constant. Observe from 
(7.16) or (7.18) that (e2,f)=0. This means that the condition (7.15) is 
always satisfied if any solution of (7.13) exists in H,(d). Condition (7.14) 
implies that the number c in (7.18) must be zero. Thus Eq. (7.23) together 
with the conditions (7.14) and (7.15) is equivalent to the equation 
f = - VB, ~N.P) = cpu”), 
where N(f) is the operator (7.17). 
The operator (7.17) is defined on all of W, because 
(7.19) 
llN(f)Jl, < eiif”‘. (7.20) 
If we restrict N on the closed unit sphere S(0, 1) in H,, then /lN(f)ll, <e 
for f in S(0, 1) and since 
/I VB, VII 1 = t (7.21 )
it follows that 
Ildf)ll I A 1 6 
This means that cp is a mapping from S(0, 1) into S(0, 1). It is a compact 
mapping because B, is compact on H,. Thus Schauders fixed point 
theorem implies that there exists at least one f in S(0, 1) which satisfies 
Eq. (7.19). Therefore there exists at least one solution of Eq. (7.13) in the 
unit sphere of H,(d). This solution is of course nontrivial and nonconstant. 
From Eq. (7.19) we obtain 
(e,, .f) = (e2, f) = 0 
and by using relation (7.11), 
Setting n = 3,4,..., in (7.22) we can find the well known [2] coefficient of 
the solution of Eq. (7.13). The solution is only one because the coefficients 
are uniquely determined. From (7.19) we see that the solution f belongs to 
the definition domain of C$. Thus we conclude that Eq. (7.13) has a non- 
trivial and nonconstant solution which together with the first two 
derivatives belongs to the space H,(d). 
(3) The equation 
(7.23) 
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where p is real and positive is known as the Emden-Fowler equation [3]. 
The particular case for p = 4, 
&f(x) -=x-1~2[f(x)-j3~2 
dx2 
(7.24) 
is the famous Thomas-Fermi equation. It is well-known that Eq. (7.23) has 
an elementary solution 
.fo(x)=[p(p-1)]“‘2x’~p (7.25) 
which may be embedded in two families of solutions of Eq. (7.23) [3]. In 
fact by setting 
f(x)=fo(x).(1+4x)) (7.26) 
in (7.23) the resulting equation can be brought to the form 
X$-2(P- 1$$2(p- l)u=F(u), 
i 
(7.27) 
where F(u) is analytic for 1~1 < 1 and F(0) = F(0) = 0. The homogeneous 
linear equation in (7.27) has two linear independent solutions x”’ and xS2, 
where S, is the positive and s2 the negative root of the equation 
S’-(2p- l)S-2(p- l)=O. (7.28) 
By expanding u in powers of x” and xA2 one obtains the following families 
of solutions of (7.23) 
f(x)=.fo(x) 1+ f !x,CnXns' 
[ n= I I 
, (7.29) 
,f(x) = fo(x) [ 1 f f b,c”P], (7.30) 
?l=l 
where c is an arbitrary parameter. It is shown that the series in (7.29) con- 
verges for small values of 1x1 and the series in (7.30) converges for large 
values of 1x1 (see [3]). We observe that Eq. (7.27) is obtained from the 
regular nonlinear equation 
$-(2p- 1)&2(p- l)a’u=F(u) 
by the transformation 
x = ,2= 
(7.31) 
(7.32) 
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where c( is an arbitrary real constant. Applying Theorem 5.4 to Eq. (7.31) 
we have a family of solutions of the form 
for sufficiently small 141 = It, I + 1<21. Thus from (7.33) we obtain for real x, 
the following three parameter family of solutions of Eq. (7.23), 
,,x,=,,,x,[I+:,+,2(~)+,~2h.,(~)‘]. (7.34) 
The series in the solutions (7.34) converges absolutely for sufficiently small 
IiJl and every real CI and x satisfying the relation 
llog XI 6 Ia/. (7.35) 
By setting 5, = 0 in (7.34) we obtain 
(7.36) 
Thus given any real number c we can choose c( such that IX. c = t2 and from 
(7.36) we obtain 
.f(x) =fo(x) 
[ 
% 
1 + C log x + c h,,c”(lOg x)‘l . 1 (7.37) II = 2 
The series in (7.37) converges absolutely for every real c and sufficiently 
small x beyond the point + 1. 
Remark 7.4. The corollary to Theorem 6.3 applied to Eq. (7.27) 
predicts the one-parameter family (7.29), in the case where one of the zeros 
of (7.28) is a positive integer. More precisely Eq. (6.17) in the case of 
Eq. (7.27) has the form 
For 
pZ-(2p+ l)p+2=0. (7.38) 
P=(2m+1)2+7 
8(m+l) ’ 
m = 1, 2,..., (7.39) 
the zeros of (7.38) are pz = m + 1 and 
m2+4 1 
PI= --mm++ m+l 
- # n = 1) 2,... . 
m+l 
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Thus in the case where p is given by (7.39), Eq. (7.27) has a one-parameter 
family of solution of the form (6.6). 
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